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Abstract. The problem of low-latency processing of large amounts of
data acquired in continuously changing environment has led to the genesis of Stream Processing Systems (SPS). However, sometimes it is crucial
to process both historical (archived) and current data, in order to obtain
full knowledge about various phenomena. This is achieved in a Stream
Data Warehouse (StrDW), where analytical operations on both historical and current data streams are performed. In this paper we focus
on Stream Materialized Aggregate List (StrMAL) – a stream repository
tier of StrDW. As a motivating example, the liquefied petrol storage and
distribution system, containing continuous telemetric data acquisition,
transmission and storage, will be presented as possible application for
Stream Materialized Aggregate List.
Keywords: Materialized Aggregate List, Stream Data Warehouse, Stream
Processing
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Introduction

Nowadays, the necessity of processing, storing and analyzing of very large data
volumes (considered also as BigData) is constantly growing. This implies development of newer and more advanced systems, that are able to satisfy this
need. Moreover, from the perspective of various enterprises, organizations and
other data producers and consumers, the outcome information is expected to be
reliable, most up-to-date and obtained in the shortest time possible. These requirements determine the attractiveness of solutions already present on market,
as well as constitute new objectives for developers [22].
In the following paper we focus on Stream Data Processing Systems (SPS).
They are designed to process current and continuously generated data with relatively high frequency. When non-stream solutions (i.e. those relying on persistent data) are concerned, processing unit enforces collecting data from sources.
Stream oriented systems have to process incoming data almost instantly as they
arrive, since data are produced and actively delivered by sources. There are representative examples of Stream Processing Systems [1–6, 26, 27], however they
are relatively not as popular as classic, traditional data storage systems.
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The example of application involving instant and immediate analysis of data
delivered continuously is a liquefied petrol storage and distribution system. Such
an installation consists of multiple petrol stations, where various measurements
are gathered and transmitted to the centralized or distributed analysis platform.
Each petrol station is equipped with fuel tanks where liquefied fuel is stored
and dispensing devices which act as sale endpoints. These appliances generate
two streams of data supplemented with delivery records entered by station workers or detected automatically. Usually fuel volume and temperature is measured
in tanks, whereas the amount of sold fuel is returned from meters installed in
dispensers.
The common analysis performed upon the aforementioned values aims to
detect various anomalies and other adverse phenomena that can occur at petrol
stations. The most dangerous example is fuel leak [15, 24], which introduces very
serious consequences to the environment. In order to prevent such a threat, it
is crucial to detect any volume of fuel leaked from tank and piping as fast as
possible.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains information concerning
data stream storage problems with theoretical base of a Stream Materialized
Aggregate List (StrMAL) described. In Section 3 the architecture of StrMAL is
presented along with examples of its most important features. Section 4 contains
test results performed over a StrMAL engine, whereas Section 5 summarizes the
paper.

2

Data Stream Storage

A Data stream [8, 12–14] can be defined as an infinite sequence of tuples with
unique timestamps and attributes carrying information describing various phenomena at subsequent moments of time. Stream Processing Systems usually do
not provide any storage operation in their work flow, since they are designed
to produce answers immediately as new data arrive. Optional data storage is
sometimes used to provide static data as an extension to stream data.
Under certain circumstances an instant access to historical data stored in a
database, as well as efficient processing performed on current data is required.
Analyzing the history is necessary in learning process, where different trends,
dependencies, and rules are discovered and remembered [21]. Later, gathered
knowledge is used to filter current stream in order to detect any desired events.
This process frequently involves browsing data on a certain level of detail –
in other words – on different aggregation levels. Moreover, data retrieval and
aggregation operations should not interfere with insertion of newly arrived data,
which often cannot be completely eliminated.
The problem of processing both stored and current data has lead to the idea
of the Stream Data Warehouse [7, 9, 19, 20, 23, 25]. It is an unified processing
platform capable to produce immediate answers to complex queries concerning
current and archived data. In current mode, data can be processed before they
are persisted in any data structure, as in Stream Processing Systems.
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Problems and issues

As a consequence of data stream nature, it is virtually not possible to store a
whole stream in a memory. In addition, at a given moment of time, the stream
contains only the most current tuples, since all read before have been already
removed and archived, which forces searching the history (database).
Moreover, data in a stream are produced relatively frequently and in a unpredictable manner, which causes database to be updated very often and irregularly. High intensity of modifying transactions, being made in parallel with
queries consisting of large range data retrieval, can lead to serious decrease in
overall performance.
Relative database systems are designed to execute versatile CRUD (Create,
Read, Update and Delete) operations on the whole dataset stored inside their
internal memory. However, in stream appliances, updates take place only at the
end of a time frame, i.e. tuples arrive and are organized ascending by timestamps.
In this cause, it is not possible that once stored piece of data is updated.
Repetitive execution of the same or similar operations (e.g. aggregation) of
the same datasets is usually time consuming and thus leading to unnecessary
delays. In order to prevent these adverse situations, results of time costing operations can be stored along with query parameters to provide access to once
computed values. As mentioned before, there are no updates on historical data
causing the materialized data to be immutable.
2.2

Stream Materialized Aggregate List

Many items that are sequentially arranged (as tuples in a data stream) can be
stored in a list data structure. In such a form, it is easy to view all subsequent
elements in proper order. When browsing tuples from a stream, consecutive retrieving is the only operation considered here, which can be described as forward
iterating over list.
An aggregate list [16–18] can be defined as a sequential data structure, containing a subset of an aggregated stream (stream of aggregated tuples). It is
stored in memory and acts as a physical representation of stream, beginning
from certain moment of time. Because of the limited capacity of list, it is assumed that all aggregates already read can be replaced with more fresh data.
When considering various data collections, extracting data access operations
into a separate interface is a common practice. Such an interface is called an
iterator and is used to traverse any data structure (as aggregate list for example).
Thus, an iterator can be used for retrieving tuples from a stream.
The aforementioned issues became a motivation for designing a solution
which is capable to provide an uniform access to any data stream, efficiently
manage available memory, and avoid redundant operations. It is done by using aggregate list, iterator interface, and aggregate materialization techniques.
The solution has been named a Stream Materialized Aggregate List [11] and is
designed to act as a data storage tier of a Stream Data Warehouse [10].
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It is possible to create several iterators attached to a single list and pointing
to different elements. In such a situation, the distance (measured in time units)
between them is unconstrained and can be arbitrary long, causing the whole
list to occupy very large amount of memory. In order to prevent this situation,
the following solution is used: the aggregate list itself is not located in memory,
instead its active fragments (tuples being currently in use) are stored inside each
iterator.
Moreover, in order to increase memory management efficiency, the following
solution is used [17, 18]: each iterator contains a static array which corresponds
to an iterator-specific aggregate list fragment. As far as successive aggregates
are retrieved from an iterator and become outdated, they are replaced by newer
ones. Each array is logically divided into pages (basic units). Due to that, certain
number of ready-to-read aggregates is always available. When the need of new
aggregates creation occurs, a whole page at once is produced and replaces the
old one.

3

Architecture of StrMAL

The Stream Materialized Aggregate List was implemented using multilayer concept. Each of them is realizing separate functionalities and is responsible for
another stage of aggregates production. Figure 1 presents the overall architecture of StrMAL. Four layers have been denoted by the following acronyms: SDL,
APL, DML, and CL – they are described later in the text.
In the Stream Distribution Layer (SDL) the process of aggregate list production begins with collecting data required for aggregation. It is done, depending
on start time specified in query, by using current or historical stream. This layer
provides a uniform access to data streams, irrespective of their origin (source)
and start time.
The Aggregate Production Layer (APL) retrieves desired streams from the
SDL and, basing on parameters obtained from client, performs aggregation. Outcome aggregates are delivered to clients and materialized (persisted for future
use).
The Data Materialization Layer (DML) involves persisting aggregates in
database, along with query parameters. Besides storing, this layer also provides
searching and retrieving mechanisms. Cache memory (LRU buffer) is used to
achieve better performance of I/O operations.
The Client Layer (CL) is responsible for communication with clients and
providing them aggregates produced in the APL with data retrieved from the
SDL or materialized aggregates read from the DML. It integrates all mentioned
layers and uses them to prepare, produce, and serve results.
3.1

Current and Historical Stream Support

One of the major tasks of the Stream Distribution Layer is to collect tuples
from current stream and store them temporally in a buffer called History Table
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the StrMAL engine

(HT). It is performed in order to provide a flexible bridge between current and
historical data. When the SDL is queried for a data stream beginning from a
certain timestamp, first it performs a lookup over the HT to determine whether
the desired data have been already produced – and when it is true – if they are
still in the HT or have been persisted in a database.
The Stream Distribution Layer can operate in four states, depending on the
distance between current and searched time. Each state determines the source
from which data are retrieved and other working principles, such as next state
reached under state-specific circumstances. These states are named as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TAB – tuples are read from the History Table,
DB – tuples are read from a database,
SYNC – synchronization with the current stream,
CUR – tuples are read from the current stream.

The TAB is the starting state, when the SDL is queried with a specific
timestamp and the History Table is searched to find whether the desired tuple
is present in it. When the tuple is not found in the HT, it either has not been
generated and acquired by the system or it has been archived and stored in
a database. In the former case the SDL remains in the TAB state waiting for
tuple to appear in the HT, whereas in latter cause, the SDL switches into the DB
state and reads tuples from a database until the end of batch (certain number
of tuples) is reached. After that, the SDL switches back into the TAB state.
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In the other situation, after successful lookup, SDL remains in TAB state
until the end of HT is reached (there are no more tuples to read). Such a circumstance denotes that next tuple ought to be retrieved from the current stream.
However this process cannot simply be performed by switching into CUR state
(when subsequent tuples are read from the current stream). SDL needs to synchronize with the current stream – it is done by entering SYNC state. In that
state the SDL assures that no tuples will be omitted during switching – i.e. tuples being removed from the current stream and not yet written into the HT.
Figure 2 presents state diagram of the Stream Distribution Layer.

Fig. 2. State diagram of the SDL

4

Test results

First test was conducted in order to verify the impact of History Table on
archived tuple read time. The objective to that study was to simulate the situation involving reading subsequent tuples from current stream with variable time
gap (delay) between each read operation. In such a case client reading tuples
desynchronizes with stream and is obliged to perform a lookup in database containing archived data. When HT is used, it stores recent history of stream and
allows the client of SDL to retrieve desired data from buffer instead of database.
Figure 3 presents tuple read time (in microseconds) with buffering in HT
applied depending on HT size (in number of tuples). Three different delays were
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used: 1 s, 2 s, and 5 s. The starting size of HT was set to 8 and it was doubled
respectively when there were any calls to database. The test was finished when
all tuples were read from the buffer allowing client not to operate on persistent
storage at all. Results show that tuple read time when using HT in 100% is
about 6 times shorter than in the 5 s delay example (where almost 100% of read
operations were made on a database).

Fig. 3. Tuple read time depending on HT size

Next test was conducted to verify the percentage of HT calls in historical data
retrieval depending on aggregate consumption time. Aggregates were read from
CL and the following delays were introduced: 300 ms, 400 ms, 500 ms, 550 ms,
600 ms, 750 ms, and 1000 ms. Such values have been selected after preliminary
tests which showed that below 300 ms there are no calls to any historical data
because every tuple is read directly from the current stream. Between 500 ms and
600 ms an additional measure was performed (at 550 ms) due to high variability
in that range. Four different sizes of History Table were used: 8, 16, 64, and 256
(measured in number of tuples).
Figure 4 shows that for two first examples (HT sizes: 8 and 16) the percentage
of calls to HT suddenly dropped from 100% to about 10% at delay set to about
600 ms. It means that 90% of calls to historical data sources were made to
database causing the overall aggregate production time to be longer. When HT
size was set to 256 tuples about 40% of calls were still made to HT, even when
aggregate consumption time was equal to 1 s.
Results of performed tests showed that using the History Table as buffering
mechanism, while performing seamless switching between historical and current
data sources, is legitimate. Tuple read time is noticeably shorter and database
system is less loaded causing the whole process of aggregate production more
efficient.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of HT calls depending on aggregate consumption time

5

Summary

In this paper we have described the architecture of the Stream Materialized
Aggregate List engine, which is a component of Stream Data Warehouse, responsible for storing and serving data streams on various levels of aggregation.
The StrDW itself is still at the planning stage, while its components, such as
described StrMAL engine, are being intensively developed and tested.
In the nearest future we intend to design all concepts and modules of the
StrDW, with spatial indexing, distributed architecture and low-latency query
processing issues included. The target system is expected to process data streams
in OLAP manner, allowing the analysis on currently changing multidimensional
aggregated data to be performed in decision supporting applications with critical
time requirements with distributed environment and concurrency issues involved,
such as the aforementioned liquefied petrol storage and distribution system.
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